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RECTIFIERS 

REGULATED TUBE 

DESCRIPTION 

1.01 Thio section describes J86207 rectifiers 
which are of the regulated tube type. 

1.02 This sectionis reissuedtoadd the booster 
type of control and to aisouss the magni- 

tude type of control when it is arranged for 
inverter operation. Minor changes have been 
made. Informationonminimum operating tempera- 
tures and on reforming of oondenser films has 
been revised. 

1.03 These rectifiers are designed to convert 
commeroial a-c power into regulated a-c 

power. In one case. the rectifier also onerates 
as an inverter to convert a-2 power to a-c dur- 
ing a power failure. The majority of rectifiers 
are designed for continuous floating of storage 
batteries and cannot be used with resistance 
loads. 

1.04 Various regulating arrangements, as de- 
scribed below. are emoloved but all take 

advantage of the change in’ &be output or re- 
sistance caused bv changes in the voltage annlied 
to the grid of a-tube.- A, D, E, G, H; J,‘k, L 
)I. and N rectifiers have magnitude control and 
the N rectifier is also arranged for inverter 
operation. B and R rectifiers have series tube 
oontrol. C and F rectifiers have phase shift 
oontrol. P and S rectifiers havebooster control. 

1.05 The rectifier tubes are usually of the 
larger vapor-filledtgpewhile the control 

tubes are usuallyofthe smaller radio type vac- 
uum tubes. 

2. OPERATION OF TUBES 

2.01 The elements of 2 element tubes are known 
as anodes or plates and cathodes, sometimes 

called filaments, A cathodeisa filament, how- 
ever, only when it is self-heating and requires 
no separate heater. Besiciestheanode and oath- 
ode, a 3 elementtubehas acontrolelement known 
as a grid. A screen grid element is sometimes 
addedtoincrease the amplification of the tube. 

2.02 With vacuum tubes, space current tends to 
flow between the anode and the cathode 

during the time the anode (due to the voltage 
impressed on the tube) is positive with respect 
tothecathode. In the 3 element tube, the mag- 
nitude of this current is controlled by a nega- 
tive voltage, commonly known as the grid bias, 
applied to the grid. The grid has continuous 
control from zero grid voltage where the anode 
current is maximum to some negative value which 
causes the anode current to be reduced to zero. 
A grid battery, sometimes known as a “Cw battery, 
combinedwiththevoltagedrop acrossaresistance 
istheusualsupplgfor the negativegridvoltage. 

2.03 The vapor-filled Thyratron tubes used as 
the rectifying tubes in phase shift and 

TYPE 

Fig. 1 - Output of Thyratron Tubes at 
Different Firing Points 

magnitude control rectifiersare similar in con- 
struction to the 3 element radio type vacuum 
tubes but differ in the method of operation. 
Space currentdoesnot flowuntilthe anode volt- 
age reaches a certain critical positive value 
with respect to the cathode. The point at which 
space current starts to flow is known as the 
“firing point” and for mercury vapor tubes it 
is about 15 volts when the grid voltaae is zero. 
The firing point changes-with different grid 
voltages but the grid has no control from the 
firing point to the end of the cycle and the 
resistance of the tube is practically constant 
after the firing point. Control of the output 
of these tubes is obtained by changing the neg- 
ative grid bias so that the firing point will 
occur at the desired place in the cvcle. In 
other words, the length rather thanthemagnitude 
of each pulsation is controlled. The shaded 
portions on Fig. 1 show the active output time 
for a tubeat different firing points. In nrao- 
tice, the control does not have to shift-over 
the entire 180 degrees to give full control be- 
cause of the effect of the counter emf of the 
battery and the reactance of the retardation 
coil shown as (L) on the schematics. 

2.04 Therectifiertubeofthe30amnere. booster 
control rectifier is vapor &11&d, has a 

screw base and resembles a Tunaar bulb. It is 
a 2 element tube and the outpur depends on the 
impressed a-c voltage which may be boosted above 
the line value and to a lesser extent on the 
voltage of the battery to whidh the rectifier 
is connected. The rectifier tube of the series 
tube control rectifier is, a vacuum tube with e 
filament and two plates to make it full wave. 
The output is controlled by changing the resis- 
tance in the output lead. 

3. OPERATION OF PHASE SHIFT CCNTROL 

3.01 With phase shift control, a-c voltage is 
supplied to the anode of a 3 element mer- 

cury vapor rectifier tube and a separate a-c 
voltage ofthe same frequency is supplied to the 
grid. Thegridvoltage, however,is out of phase 
with the anode voltage. This condition is shown 
on Fig. 2 which omits the negative loops of the 
anode voltage because in a rectifier tube no 
current flows when the anode is negative. For 
full wave rectification two rectifier tubes 
(Vl and V2) are required as shown on Fig. 4. 

3.02 For any point in the positive loop of the 
anode voltage there is a critical grid 

bias voltageandwhenever the grid voltage aurve 
crosses the critical grid bias curve (shown 
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OPZRATION OF PHASE SHIFT CONTROL (Continued) 
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(B) rheostat in the (B) to (D) leg of the bridge. 
If rheostat R) were aet for zero res$etenoe, 
transformer t T3) would be directly eoross the 
(CB) winding of transformer (TZ) and the grid 
and anodevoltageswouldbepracticallp in phase. 
Firing would occur near the start of the anode 
positive oyole and the output nould be maximum. 
If rheostat (R) were of infinite resistance it 
could be considered es an open circuit and trens- 
former (T3) would be aoross the (CA) winding in 
series withthe (Cl) oonaenser uhich would shift 
the grid voltage curve of Fig, 2 to the right 
untilitnes almost completely out of phase with 
the anode voltage, Firing would now ooour, if 
et all, near theend of the anode positive oyole 
and the output would be minimum. Intermediate 
settings of the (R) rheostat result in inter- 
mediate shifts of the grid voltage ourve. In 
general, increasing the reeistenoe shifts the 
grid voltage curve to the right, gives a later 
firing pointanddecreases the output. Deoreas- 
ing the resistance has the opposite effect. 

3.04 Fig. 4 showsefull wave, phase shift oon- 
trol rectifier arranged for autometio 

regulation. The manual rheostat (R) of Fig. 3 
isreplacedbg avecuumtube (V3)whoseresistanoe 
is raised and lowered by supplementary control 
equipment. 

Fig. 2 - Voltage Relations - Phase Shift 
Control of Firing Point 

dotted on Fig. 2) the tube will fire. lloving 
the grid voltage curve to the right gives a 
later firing point and a reduce6 output. Moving 
the grid voltage curve to the left gives an 
earlier firing point and an increased output. 
Asshownon Fig, 2,the criticalgridbias voltage 
curve extends above the base line to positive 
values but under normal conditions the grid 
voltage curve crosses the critical grid bias 
voltage curve belowthebase line while the grid 
bias is negative. Phase shift control is the 
oontrol of the relative locations of the anode 
and grid voltage curves. 

3.03 Fig. 3 shows a simple half wave rectifier 
where the phase relation of the anode and 

grid voltages is controlled manually by a rheo- 
stat in one leg of a phase shift bridge. The 
same a-c voltage is im ressed on the primaries 
of the transformers (Tl 
voltage from (A) to (B P 

end (T2) so that the 
on the bridge and the 

anode voltage are in phase or nearly so. The 
grid voltagetakenthrough transformer (T3) from 
the (C) and (D) corners of the bridge is out of 
phase by an amount depending largely on the re- 
lationship of the impedances in the four legs 
ofthebridge. The amount of phase displacement 
is adjustable by changing the resistance of the 

Fig. 3 - Phase Shift Control -Bali Fig. 4 - Pheee Shift Control Full Wave - 
Wave - Yam81 Automatio 

Pege 2 -~ 

3.05 Xith automatic reguietion the secondary 
winding of the transformer (Tl) applier 

a-c current from the power source to the anode 
circuits of the rectifier tubes (Vl) and (V2). 
The d-c output of these tubes is connected to 
the charging circuit for the battery being 
charged. The automatic control circuit is con- 
nected across the output of the rectifier by 
means ofapotentiometer (Rl). The voltage drop 
of the potentiometer is connected to the grid 
of tube (V4) throughthe slightly higher opposing 
voltage of the grid battery so that e small 
negative voltage bias (in the order -1 to -2 
volts is applied to the grid. 

VI 
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3.06 When a load is applied to the battery being 
oharged by the rectifier the voltage de- 

oreeses slightly which in turn decreases the 
voltage drop acrossthepotentiometer. This re- 
sults inanincreese inthenegetive bias applied 
to tube (V4) which decreases the anode ourrent 
inthistube end the voltegedropover resistance 
(R3). This volte e drop provides the negative 
bias for tube (V3 f and when this bias decreeses 
it permits a greater current to flow in the 
plate circuit of (V3). This has the same effect 
es decreeaingthe anode to cathode resistance of 
tqbe (V3) uhioh is the variable leg of the phase 
shifting bridge. This gives en earlier firing 
pointendinoreesea output. Asthebettery volt- 
age varies with load changes the control tube 
(V4) amplifies the change end varies the bias 
on tube (V3) to change its anode to cathode re- 
sistanoe. This shifts the phase relation of the 
grid voltage eppliedtothe rectifier tubes (Vl) 
and (V2) with respect to the e-o voltage applied 
totheenode circuits of these tubes end thereby 
changes the firing points of these tubes. The 
above operation of the control circuit varies the 
output current from the reatifierinunison with 
load changes and causes the battery voltage to 
remain within the required limits. 

3.07 Rectifiers may be arranged to trenafer to 
regulated current when their capacity et 

regulated voltage is exceeded. This is usually 
aooomplished automatically by a transfer relay, 
operated by e current relay in series with the 
outpptofthe rectifier,whiohtransfers the gri& 
of the regulator tube (V4), see Fig. 4, frpm re- 
sistor (Rl)toa series resistor (R2)inthe neg- 
ative output lead. Theregulator tendstomaintein 
a oonstant voltage drop over (R2) end thus e 
nearly oonstent current output. When the loed 
deoreeses enough so that the regulated current 
raises the battery voltage somewhat ebqve float 
value, e high voltage alarm relay releases the 
tiensfer relay end returns the circuit to regulated 
voltage operation. This arrangement (not shown 
in the sketch) providesfor Equalizing and Boost 
charge voltages and permits the rectifier to be 
used in unattended officesesit oan start euto- 
maticelly efterepower failure. Where errange- 
ments for transfer from regulated voltage to 
regulated current are not justified e ballast lamp 
is used in the output oircuit to limit output 
ourr ent 8. 

4. OPERATION OF MAGNITUDE CONTROL 

4.01 With magnitude Control, see Fig. 5, the 
position of the firing point in the anode 

P 

Fig. 5 - Voltage Relations - Magnitude 
Control of Firing Point 

positive half cycle is controlled by changes in 
the grid bias voltage. Theoretically, the 
earliest firing point end maximum output nould 
occur with a plus grid bias (note ahape of 
criticelgridbies curve) but under normal con- 
ditions the earliest firing point is at (A) 
which corresponds to zero grid bias. Latest 
firing point end minimum output that can be 
taken from the rectifier occur et (C) which is 
midpoint in the anode positive half cycle. Neg- 
ative grid bias values greater (more negative) 
then (C) will not cut the critical grid bias 
curve and will not ceuse the tube to fire. By 
au plying 

rP 

the proper grid bias value between 
A end (C) any desired firing point between 
A end (C) can be selected. It is to be noted 

that the firing pointifany elweys fells in the 
first half of the anode positive half cycle but 
this does not mean that the output is always 
between helfendfull output. The action of ea- 
societed filter end control equipment makes any 
desired outnut from nearly zero to full rated 
output eveiieble. 

4.02 A half wave rectifier circuit is shown on 
Fig. 6. The voltegedropecross the lower 

portion of the potentiometer (Rl) normally ex- 
ceeds the grid battery voltage sufficiently to 
give approximately -2 volts on the grid. As 
the d-c load increases the voltage decreases es 
does the drop eoross the potentiometer (JU). 
This decreases the grid negative bias giving 
earlierfiringandinoreesed output to compensate 
for the increase& load and return the voltage 
to the desired velue. 

! ! + 
Fig. 6 - Magnitude Control - Half Wave 

4.03 gith a circuit of this tvne end with very 
light loads, the voltage-is maintained by 

the condenser (C) suffioientlrsothet it is not 
neoesseryfortheStube tofireevery oycle. When 
the voltage fells due to the discharge of the 
oondensep the tube begins to fire for several 
ovolestorechernetheoondenser. This irregular 
operation of She tube et light loads o& be 
notioed es a flicker in the haze of the tube. 

4.04 Fig. 7 shows e fullnevemegnitude control 
rectifieroirouit. Aseoondreotifier tube 

(V2) is added and current is supplied through 
one tube, during one half cycle of the e-o sup- 
ply voltage end through the other tube during 
the other half of the cycle. The operation of 
the grid betteryendpotentiometer, (not shown), 
erethe same eswiththe half-were circuit. With 
the full-wave cirouit, onetubemey start firing 
earlier beoeuee of slightly different critical 
grid bias but due to the high impedance of the 
filter circuit the output current will be very 
smell and no appreciable output current xi11 
flow until the output voltage is reduced euf- 
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grid from the grid battery and Potentiometer. 
and connect a battery driven frequ&cg generator 
to the Primary of the (T3) transformer. The 

OPERATION OF MAGNITUDE CONTROL (Continued) 

ficientlyto reducethegridvoltages sufficiently 
to firetheother tube. Thenfull-wave operation 
begins and normal control is exercised and one 
tubewillcarryslightlymore loadthanthe other, 
but the impedance of the filter coil tends to 
balance the-load hetween the tubes. 

4.05 If the a-c input voltage changes, the reg- 
ulatina circuit tends to comcensate for 

the changes in the plate voltage applied to the 
tube but since the critical grid voltaae of the 
tube also changes, the output voltage-will in- 
crease with increases in nlate voltaae. This 
effect may be counteracted by conneciing into 
the control circuit asmalld-c voltage obtained 
from a copper oxide rectifier operated from a 
windingoftheplatetransformer. This rectifier. 
not sL&n on Fig. 7, may be in series with the 
potentiometerorin serieswiththe grid battery. 
In either case, itcanbe adjusted so that vari- 
ations inlinevoltage change the grid bias just 
enough to nullify their effect on the plate 
voltage and maintain constant output voltage. 

4.06 The rectifier-inverter when operating as 
a rectifier is arranged for operation on 

regulated current after reachina its canaoitv 
at-regulated voltage. This is accomplished by 
an overload relay whichaddsthe voltaae drop of 
a ballast lamp i&o the potentiometer-circuit. 

4.07 ‘On nearly all magnitude controlled recti- 
fiers, a filter is supplied, not only for 

noise suppression butalsoto assist in the con- 
trol and to reduce the amount of output ripple 
which is fedbackinto the grid circuit. A bat- 
tery load actsasa filter and makes unnecessary 
the extra filter equipment required with resis- 
tance loads. When desired, a ballast lamp may 
be used intheoutput leads to limit output cur- 
rents to a safe value. 

4.08 On rectifiers arranaedfor inverter ocera- 
tion, a powek failure or the operation of 

the inverter testkev (not shown on Fia. 7) will 
automatically openthe’a-c line oonneciions, re- 
verse the battery connections, disconnect the 

Fig. 7 - Magnitude Control - Full Wave - Ar- Fig. 8 - Series Tube Control - Full Wave 
ranged for Inverter Operation with Grid Battery 
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a-c voltagefromthe (T3) ‘secondary brings first 
one and then the other grid to firing point al- 
lowing the tubes to fire alternately. Condensers 
(C)betweentheolatesof thetwotubes extinauiah 
one tube as the other reaches the firing pgint. 
The current in the (Tl) secondarv flows from /1 
the center point toward first one-end and then 
the other setting up an a-c voltage in the (Tl) 
primary to carry the a-c load. Power to heat 
the filaments duringbothrectifier and inverter 
operation is obtained from a transformer whose 
primary isinparallel withtheprimary of trans- 
former (Tl). If a tube must be replaced or the 
inverter is StODUed for any reason durina in- 
verter operation--the filaments must be heated 
from the battery during the starting period. A 
switch (not shown on Fig. 7) is provided for 
this purpose. 

i 

-\ 

5. OPERATION OF SERIES TUBE CONTROL 

5.01 The series tube control type rectifier is 
used primarily for supplying the plate 

voltageforamplifiers and oscillators. A sche- 
matic circuit for this type is shown on Fig. 8. 

5.02 The two anodes of rectifier vacuum tube 
(Vl) are connectedsothat one is positive 

during one half of the a-c supply cycle and the 
other during the other half which permits full 
wave operation, No grid is required because the 
magnitude of the outputiscontrolled by changes 
in the resistance of the series tube (V2) in 
the output lead. 

5.03 This tube (V2) has its cathode and anode 
connected in series with the positive 

output lead of the rectifier. The voltage drop 
over it is controlled by its grid voltage thus 
controlling the output voltageof the rectifier. 
In order to hold the output voltage of the rec- 
tifier constant, a regulating circuit is pro- 
vided having a vacuum tube (V3) to amplify the 
small changes in the regulated output voltage 
to a value sufficiently large to control the 

f 
rid of (VZ). 
R3) 

The resistances (Rl), (R2), and 
form a potentiometer circuit across the 

output voltage to supply grid voltages. The 
voltage drop of a part of the potentiometer is 
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oommoeted to the grid of tube (V3) through the 
slightly higher opposing voltage of the grid 
battery so that a emall negative voltage bias 
(in the order of -2 volts) is applied to the 
grid. When a load ie applied to the output of 
the rectifier its voltage decreases reduoing 
the positive drop overthepotentiometer to make 
the gridof (V3) more ne ative. 

t V3) 
A more pegative 

voltage on the grid of decreases its plate 
ourrent and the voltage drop over (R4). The 
volta 

(V s 
e drop over (R4) when applied to the grid 

of ) drives it less negative which decreases 
its voltage drop (effeotive reeietanoe) to in- 
crease theoutputvoltage sufficiently to return 
it to the original value. In the same manner a 
reduction in load will be reflected through the 
regulating airauit in a direotion to oauae the 
output voltagetoinoreaee eo that the effective 
volta eremeinepraotioally constant. The rheo- 
stat t B3) provides a meens of changing the reg- 
ulatedvoltage. Out utagreaterthanthecapaoity 
of series tube (V2 P can be obtained b 

T 
placing 

a second series tube in parallel with V2). 

5.04 Iftube(V3) fails orthereis excess volt- 
age during startingaoold cathode proteo- 

tive tube not shown on Fig. 8 operates to drive 
the gridoftube (V2) negative and limit output. 

5.05 An optional featureonthis rectifier pro- 
vides for transfer to a dry battery re- 

serve. 

5.06 Theregulatingcircuit assistsin filtering 
the output of the rectifier as the ripple 

ir fed back to the grid of (V3) where it is am- 
plified and applied to the output circuit by 
usensof(V2) in a direotiontoreduce the ripple 
from the rectifier. 

ION OF BOOSTRR CONTROL 

6.01 With booster control the a-o line voltage 
ia boosted by transformers and an auto- 

transformer to give the output necessary to 
laintainthedeeired battery voltage. The auto- 
transformer is motor driven and may be manually 
or automatically controlled. 

6.02 Pig. 9 shows a full wave, booster control 
rectifier circuit with automatic regula- 

tion. Changes in battery voltage are reflected 
otentiometer (Rl) to the gridofvaouum 

The changeingrid bias of tube (V3) 
inoreaaes or decreases the drop through resis- 
tauoe (0) and this drop is the grid bias voltage 
for tube (V4). Battery voltage changes, there- 
fore, change the resistance of tube (V4) which 
with resistances (A2), (Al), and (B) form the 
four legs of a bridge. Unbalance in the resis- 
tance of the bridge caused by changes in tube 
(V4) allows current to flon across the diagonal 
of the bridge through relays (L) and (R) which 
are in series. These relays are polarized in 
oppoaite direction8 so that unbalance current 
oaueed by lowered battery voltage will cause 
the (R) or raise relay to operate while high 
battery voltage reflected through the (V3) and 
(V4) tubes will cause unbalance current in the 
direction to operate the (L) or lower relay. 
6.03 Operation of the (R) relay feeds battery 

to the motor start circuit which connects 

-8 
/h \ 

I 1 1 A 

Fig. 9 - Booster Control 

alternating-current to the motor. At the same 
time capacitor lead (G) is connected to the (B) 
lead which causes the capacitor start motor to 
start in thedirectionto movethebrush of auto- 
transformer (TR) to the left as shown on Fig.9 
and raise theoutputvoltage. Conversely, oper- 
ation of (L) relay turnsonthe motor but start8 
it in the opposite direction by connecting the 
capacitor leg to (R) lead and operates brush of 
(TR) to reduce output. When on the same side of 
the panel as and facing the auto-transformer, 
clockwise rotation of the brush arm decreaeer 
voltage and counter-olockniserotationinoreases 
voltage. 

6.04 As indicatedabovethe more of auto-trans- 
former (TR) which is connected across the 

primary of transformer (T2) the more the line 
voltage is boosted, the higher transformer (Tl) 
secondary voltage becomes and the more output 
is available from the tube. 

6.05 Relays (L) and (R) release on about one- 
third to one-half of the bridge unbalenoe 

current necessary for their operation. This 
reduces the tendency of the control equipment 
to overcorreot or hunt. 

6.06 A high-low ammeter relay (not showu on 
Fig. 9) prevents operation with output 

aboveorbelon the range for nhioh the rectifier 
is designed. Limit switches (notshownon Fig. 9) 
are located at each end of the brush travel of 
the auto-transformer to stop the motor when the 
limits of the device are reached. 

. APPLICATION AND GENERAL MARA TRRIST.J&$ 7 C 

7.01 The series tube type is. limited to the 
capacity of commercial radio tubes, end 

is not arranged for battery charging. The mag- 
nitude control type is simpler in operation and 
design than is the phase shift control type but 
does not lend itself as readily to multiple op- 
eration andtohigher voltages. Booster control 
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AFr”LICATION AND GEKERAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) specialventilationmay benecessaryand location P 

is used where the 3 element rectifier tubes of 
the desired capacity are not available or are 
uneconomical. 

7.02 The voltage is regulated at the point in 
the circuit where the regulating lead is 

connected, For maximum battery life the point 
of regulationshouldbe atthebattery terminals. 
Xith this arrangement the fuse board voltage at 
no load will be the regulated value but under 
load the fuse board voltage willbe slightly less 
than the regulated value because of the voltage 
drop in the leads between the battery and the 
fuse board. Jhere battery life is secondary to 
very close voltege regulation at the fuse bbard 
the regulating point may be the fuse board in 
which case under load the battery voltage will 
be higher thantheregulated value by the amount 
of the voltage drop in the leads between the 
battery and the fuse board. 

7.03 For satisfactoryoperationthese rectifiers 
should be used only at the voltages or 

within the voltage ranges specified. It is very 
important that the line Volta&e tap nearest to 
the actual line voltage shouldbe used and opera- 
tion at d-c voltaces other than those for which 
the circuit constants were selected is not rec- 
ommended. Regulating rheostats are selected of 
such value that their--position indicates the age 
of the grid battery and loss of such indication 
is one of the penalties of operation at other 
than specified voltazes. The rectifiers are 
designed to protect themselves against damaging 
over loads due either to low b&ttery voltage or 
excessive office loads. 

7.04 These rectifiers operate most satisfacto- 
rily with embient temperatures between 

50 and 104 F. dhere temperatures are high, 

of rectifiersnear otherheatproducing equipment 
should be avoided. Operation considerable below 
50 F may be satisfactory except that there may 
be a delay in starting. Linifing lower tempere- 
ture, if any, will be stated in the circuit 
information. 

7.05 It is necessaryrithall gaseous discharge 
tubes to permit the filament to reach its 

operating temperaturebeforespace current flows 
in order to prevent damage to the tube, This 
is cared for automatically. 

7.06 HithThyratronorothervaportubes, flicker 
is not an indication of trouble and the 

relative brightneaa is not a measure of. tube 
efficiency or output. Tubesofthis type usually 
require replacement because of poor emission, 
that is, low current output, even though the 
tube is still lighted. 

7.07 Hith regulated rectifiers the output as 
indicated by ammeter readings is expected 

to change constantly because the output must 
follow the load in order to keep the voltage 
constant instead of remaining almost constant 
as on Tungar type battery chargers. 

7.08 jlhere connection to power is necessary at 
regularintervalsto maintain electrolytic 

condenser films it will be so stated in circuit 
inf ormntion. 

7.09 General instructions on gas filled recti- 
fier tubes usually call for aging of new 

tubes by operation for a short time with the 
cap off to reduce the chance for flash over at 
rated maximum voltage for the tube. On these 
rectifiers, however, the voltage on the tube is 
usually low enough so that such precautions are 
unnecessary. If required, aging ail1 be called 
for in the circuit information. 

r? 
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